
XL Annorum Interconnect RCA - Transparent and dynamic  
XL Annorum interconnect is a development from our popular speaker cable with the same name. A kind of hybrid construction 
of XL Annorum speaker cable and Sword interconnect, where we picked the best from both worlds. The construction itself is 
very similar to the Sword-I while the wire material, damping fillers and the rubberized jacket come from the XL Annorum spe-
aker cable. During the test and development we were dumbfounded by how quiet the cable became, the rubber-based damping 
material protected the cable extremely well from malignant microphonic effect. The phenomenon is usually volume-dependent 
and increases with increasing volume, but in our tests we could neither hear nor measure any microphony at all. When you add 
the Sword construction’s transparency and minimal phase-shifting properties, we got a high-end cable at a mid-range price. The 
biggest difference to big brother Sword-I is its lacquered Litz wires which still makes it perform a notch better but it is also signifi-
cantly more expensive. Cables with lacquered Litz wires is extremely much more difficult and expensive to solder as each wire has 
to be stripped, which is not necessary for the XL Annorum Interconnect.

The construction consists of two Bifilar-spun conductors of 6+6 bare-drawn 5N oxygen-free copper wires, spun in 2 layers 
around a plastic core with a short pitch. This gives good capacitance values â€‹â€‹and effectively reduces the current restriction 
(so-called skin effect). Additional construction benefits are PP plastic insulator which is very tight and chemically stable, helping 
to minimize the audio fatal corrosion of the conductor material. The conductors are twisted together with damping filling materi-
al, effectively shielded with Aluminium foil and then embedded in a rubberized outer jacket.

The specification and performance fits right in between our flagship SUPRA Sword-I and EFF-I

CONSTRUCTION
Cable:   XL Annorum Interconnect
Conductors (x2)  2x6x0.40 (Bare OFC) spun around PE/PP-filler
Area:    2x1.5mm2 / AWG 15 
Isolation:  PP/PE mix, D=3mm
Parts:   Twisted
Screen:   Common Alu/Pet foli, 100%, Semi-balanced, the screen is only connected at the source end 
Jacket:    Rubber based PVC GA54, round, D=8mm
Colour:   Iceblue
Interconnect:  Stereo, 2 > 2 plugs, Right = red, left = black
Plugs:   RCA-8SL  
- Material:  Gold plated Copper aloy
- Wire connection: Soldering. Solder tin Almit 34 Super
- Jack connection:  Squeeze lock (SL)
Signal direction:  Follow the arrows > Source >  Receiver 
Packning:   Blister 25 x 21.5 x 4.8cm 

Special length are made upon order.

SUPRA XL ANNORUM RCA AUDIO
High-End Interconnct with Gold plated RCA plugs
Gauge: 1.5mm2  / AWG 15
Rev.date: 2023-04-27
Customs tariff no: 8544429010
Country or origin: Sweden

• Transparent and dynamic sound
• Minimal phase shifting reactance
• Extremely low microphonic effect
• Robust & slim 24K gold plated RCA connectors

PRODUCT      Qty Part.no  EAN-13    Carton  Weight
XL ANNORUM INTERCONNECT RCA 0.8M 1PAIR 1001909561 7330060208928 25      0,30
XL ANNORUM INTERCONNECT RCA 1M 1PAIR 1001909314 7330060208737 25      0,33
XL ANNORUM INTERCONNECT RCA 1.5M 1PAIR 1001909579 7330060208935 25      0,41
XL ANNORUM INTERCONNECT RCA 2M 1PAIR 1001909587 7330060208942 25      0,48
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Plugs with chuck lock. Turn the grey housing to 
release or lock the plug to the female terminal.
             Release           Lock!


